
rolf benz PlUrA Design norbert beck



the moment is 
complete when you 

recognise its diversity.



one SofA  
WITH  
MAnY fACeS //

Rolf Benz PLURA is the new defnition of 
freedom – it gives you all the possibilities 
you could wish for to live the way you 
want to. Whether you want to sit upright, 
lounge about or sleep in total comfort – 
very little effort is required to adjust this 
multi-functional sofa to your favourite 

position. Different elements and de-
signs give you the freedom to adapt 
Rolf Benz PLURA completely to 
match your personal needs. With the 
reclining option, for example, the  
back can be adjusted from its upright 
position to a reclining angle.



the beauty of an  
idea originates from  
several small thoughts.



AlWAYS DIfferenT,  
AlWAYS IDeAl //

The soft, radius-accentuating design of 
the cushions in Rolf Benz PLURA stands 
in charming contrast to the rectilinear 
metal frame that comes in silver, black 
painted or polished chrome to match your 
personal style and design preferences. 
Carefully finished decorative seams high-
light the sofa’s superlative quality, which 
comes with 3 different seating heights to 
reflect your ergonomic needs.





More freeDoM –  
More fleXIbIlITY //

Rolf Benz PLURA adapts to your desire 
for comfort whenever you want it to.  
The folding side element, the swivelling 
seat and the infinitely variable backwards 
and upwards adjustment of the back are 
what makes this versatility possible. 
Whether it be sitting, lounging, relaxing or 
sleeping – now there’s nothing stopping 
you doing whatever you want. Fold the 
back upwards, and Rolf Benz PLURA 
transforms into a high-backed armchair. 
Fold the side element down and swivel  
the seat, and Rolf Benz PLURA becomes  
a comfortable long chair.



VerSATIle  
CoMforT //

The functional versatility of Rolf Benz PLURA 
is also expressed in an impressive way as a 
compact individual sofa with two individually 
adjustable seating and lying positions. Even 
more comfortable: two end armchairs with 
one handy storage solution in black leather. 
Even more compact: the PLURA long chair, 
optionally also available with leather storage. 
With Rolf Benz PLURA, the loose, low 
cushions for maximum lower back comfort 
can also be finished in a different covering 
material from the cushions – creating a 
modern material mix of leather and fabric,  
for example.



when you look at something 
from a different angle, then you 
discover the unity of everything.
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//    //  Seat heights optionally 41 or 43 or 45 cm
//    //  Seat with metal inner frame and integrated rotary function
//    //  Nosag spring support
//    //  Seat made from polyurethane foam, constructed in layers 

of different thicknesses  and firmnesses, matched to one 
another, and covered with polyester fleece

//    //  Backrest with metal inner frame and inte grated adjust-
ment function

//    //  Back in polyurethane foam built up in coordinated layers 
of varying height and fimness and covered with non-wo-
ven polyester

//    //  Downy-soft cushions with a filling of foam rods and 
polyester fibres

//    //  Base frame in metal, optionally with surface in 
//    // Silver structured paintwork finish or
//    // Black paintwork finish RAL 9017 or 
//    // gloss chrom 

!  Wave formation and depressions in the seat area are 
 unavoidable, due to comfort and design reasons, even in 
high quality Rolf Benz upholstered furniture. All measure-
ments are approximate. 

Seat heights available

*These elements are only shown in the left version. They are also available in the right version.

Sofa Corner sofa element*Sectional sofa 
element*

Closing chair with fixed footstool* Corner unit*

Corner sectional sofa*

Closing chair with 
armrest*

Sectional chair Ottoman Back cushion

Longchair*
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Combination examples    //

Function    //

technical data    //    RolF benZ plURa
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